
Villa with swimming pool on the sea
Summary

tower of the Stars

Description

Villa with pool 70 meters from the sea and surrounded by a park of 3000sqm The villa has a swimming pool and is 
surrounded by lawn in a beautiful park of 3,000 square meters. Large panoramic portico, equipped for outdoor 
dining and large terraces on two fronts. Internal garden, thanks to which, inside the house, there is always a 
pleasant temperature (the internal garden is closed with a transparent Plexiglas structure). Inside the Villa, there 
are 2 double bedrooms, one of which has an en suite bathroom, two twin bedrooms (which can be doubles on 
request), and a bedroom with bunk beds. In addition there is also the possibility to add an extra bed. In the Villa 
there are three other bathrooms with a shower, one inside and one outside. In addition there are also two outdoor 
showers. In all the bedrooms and in the living room, there is air conditioning / heating. In the villa there is also free 
Wi-Fi internet access. For stays of at least two weeks, a free cleaning service is provided (once a week). The Villa is 
located 70 meters from the splendid beach of Torre delle Stelle (Genn'e mari), renowned for its crystal clear sea 
and its charming village, set on two small hills and dotted with typical white houses camouflaged between the 
Mediterranean scrub. On the beach there are various services: bars, umbrellas, organized excursions, pedal boat 
rentals, dinghies etc. Adjacent to the Villa (about 40 meters), you will find a center with excellent restaurant / 
pizzeria, a well-stocked supermarket, with typical products, the newsagent, the bar-tobacconist, the ATM, the 
butcher and fishmonger that offers excellent fish fresh every morning. The reduced distance from the sea, and from 
the shopping center, where all the comforts necessary for a relaxing holiday are present, make this setting the 
ideal choice for a quiet and relaxed holiday with the family and even with very young children. Also because, 
thanks to the position of the house, the use of the machine will not be indispensable. Inside the village, (about 500 



meters) there are tennis courts, a basketball court, a soccer field, a playground for children etc.

Map

Address: Via Urano, snc, Torre delle Stelle 
Zip/Postal Code: 09048 
Latitude / Longitude: 39.1455905 / 9.4057186

Image type unknown
http://maps.google.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=39.1455905,9.4057186&zoom=7&markers=39.1455905,9.4057186&size=500x300&sensor=false

Nearest airport Aeroporto di Cagliari 40 km

The nearest 
hospital Ospedale di Cagliari 36 km

Nearest restaurant Ristoranti 100 meters

Nearest beach Torre delle stelle (Genn'e mari) 70 meters

Nearest train 
station Cagliari 36 km

Nearest ferry boat Porto di Cagliari 36 km

Accommodation, facilities, utilities 
Villa

Board:

Self catering

Bedroom(s): 5 ( 11 Sleeps ) 
Cradle (on request): 2, Double with en-suite: 1, Nr. Family Rooms: 3, Nr.Rooms Double: 2

Bathroom(s): 3 
Bidet: 3, Showers: 4, Wash basins: 3

Suitability

Long term rentals:  No
Pets:  Yes, pets welcome
Smoke:  Yes, smokers welcome
Children:  Yes, great for kids
Wheelchair:  Yes
Elderly or infirm:  Yes

Holiday type

Family, Beach holidays

View



Beach, Green

General facilities

Disabled access, conditioned air, Balcony, Smoking rooms, ideal for children, Separate entrance, Secured entrance, 
Airport Shuttle, Private parking, Satellite, Security system

Indoor facilities

Internet connection, Tile floor, Television, Porch

Outdoor facilities

Pets Allowed, Tennis court, Automatic gate, Courtyard, Garden, Alarm system, Pool, Heated pool, Lawn, Terrace, 
Barbeque area

Services

Towels provided, Linein provided, Laundry extra, Laundry inclusive, Cleaning extra, Cleaning inclusive, Daily maid 
service

Access

Parking inside the property, Private car park

Activities

Local activities:

Walking, Horse riding, Cycling, Golf, Fishing, Tennis

Rates

-
Nightly rate

Weekly Monthly Min. Stay Change-over
Week Weekend

Rate summary €145 - €360 €1,000 - €2,500 - 7 Nights -

No rates available

Policies

Check in: 00:00, Check out: 00:00

Orario di Check in e Check out: Flessibile da concordare


